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Abst rac t - -We discuss the asymptotical behaviour of real and complex dissipative maps which can 
be usefully applied to the computation of some particular elliptic integrals, including the complete 
elliptic integral of the first kind as a function on the complex plane. We show that any orbit of these 
maps tends asymptotically to a fixed point, dependent on the initial conditions. The limit point can 
be explicitly computed and is expressed in terms of the initial conditions by means of appropriate 
elliptic integrals. We also provide strong upper bounds to the rate of convergence of the orbits, which 
allow us to define efficient and reliable algorithms for an accurate stimate of such integrals. (~ 1998 
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let an, b n be positive real numbers and n E N. It is well known that the arithmetico-geometric 
map 
an + bn 
an+l = 2 ' (1) 
bn+l = ~/anbn, 
defined on R~. onto itself has an attractor on the half-line {(a, b) E R~ : a = b} owing to the 
identity limn-.+oo an = limn-.+oo bn, which holds for every initial datum a0, b0 E R~. The limit 
point, usually denoted by ag(ao, bo), provides the so-called arithmetic~geometric mean of the 
positive real numbers a0 and b0. The complete lliptic integral of the first kind, with modulus 
k E [0, 1[, has a quite intriguing relation with the previous mean. Indeed, it can then be written 
in the form [1-4] 
f 1 dr= 7r 1 
F(k ) := ~/1 -  k 2sin 2t 2 ag(1 ,~"  (2) 
0 
The very rapid convergence of (1) allows an efficient computation of F(k)  even by a simple calcu- 
lator. Thus, for example, the anharmonie contributions to the period T of an ideal pendulum with 
length I performing oscillations of angular amplitude a in the presence of a gravity acceleration g 
are easily reckoned by the formula 
Typeset by .4j~-TEX 
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T = 21r ag(1,cosa/2) (3) 
and performing the first few steps of (1). We consider here two generalizations of the arithmetico- 
geometric map. In Section 1, we introduce a generalized, 4D version of the map for which it is 
possible to prove the existence of an attractor of the form 
{(a ,a ,x ,x ) :a•R+,x•R} CR 2+xR 2 (4) 
and an analytic relationship between the initial datum and the associated limit point, involving 
elliptic integrals. Analogously, in Section 2 the map (1) is appropriately complexified in a way 
that leads again to the presence of an attractor and provides a superconvergent algorithm for the 
computation of the complete lliptic integral of the first kind, as a function on the complex plane. 
Both maps have been analytically investigated in order to improve the numerical implementa- 
tion of a master equation model for the description of action transport in Hamiltonian systems 
subjected to small stochastic perturbations [5], a model to which they have been successfully 
applied. 
2. GENERALIZED ARITHMETICO-GEOMETRIC MAP 
The statement below concerns a 4D version of the arithmetico-geometric map. 
THEOREM 1. Let us consider the map ofR 2 x R 2 onto itself 
a. + b. 
Gn+l  = 2 ' 
a n, b n E R+, 
bn + l = aV/-~n  , 
_ Xn + Yn 
Xn+l  - -  2 ' 
an Yn + bnxn Xn, Yn E R, 
Yn + l "~ 2 G~n ~ , 
and assume the initial conditions: ao, bo > O, xo, Yo E R. 
Then the limits limn--,+oo z n , lim~--,+oo Yn exist and satisfy the equality 
(5) 
(0 0) 
=O  o+yO o (6) 
In particular, by setting 
a0 = 1, b0 = V /1 -  k 2, xo = 0, Y0 = 1, (7) 
with k E [0,1[, there holds 
[ l _k2s in2t ]s /2dt= ~-~(k)  = 2 ~/~-~ag (1 ' 2Dag(1,1V/'~-~-k2), (8) 
where Dag(1, v/~-L-'~) = limn-.+oo x n = limn-.+oo Yn and F(k) is the complete lliptic integral 
of the first kind with modulus k E [0, 1 [. | 
REMARK 1.1. First of all notice that the reduced autonomous map obtained by considering the 
first two rows in (5) is nothing else than the arithmetico-geometric map on R~. In particular, 
let us assume with no loss of generality a0 = a > b = b0 > 0. Even though the condition a > b 
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is not satisfied, we will have ax > bx, after the first iteration step. a n and b n can be regarded as 
a C °° function of the initial datum (a, b) E R~, and in a similar way xn, Yn turn out to be C ~ 
functions of (a, b) E R~ and (x0, Yo) E R 2. It is straightforward to verify that 
Obn Oan and Yn =- - ,  (9) 
xn = On On 
where n = (x0, Y0) ~ R 2. 
It is now easy to show, by induction, that an,bn > O, Vn ~ N. 
As follows from the properties of arithmetic and geometric mean, we can write 
b n<bn+l=~< an + bn - - 2 = a~+x < an ,  Vn  e N (10)  
from which we deduce that the sequences (an)heN and (bn)=~N are monotonic and bounded, and 
that the corresponding limits lim,-.+oo a n and lim=-.+oo bn exist. These limits coincide and are 
reached very quickly. We have indeed 
I (a n -- bn) 2 < 1 (a n - bn) 2 1 (a n _ bn)2 (I I) 
O -<an+x-bn+x=2(v /~n+V#~)2-2  ~bb 7 =~ 
which implies, by induction 
2 p 
°m+P - bn+P < ( "an-ha '  -- ~ , Vp, n E N. (12) 
Notice that an+l - -  bn+l  <_ (an  - bn)/2, so that the difference an - b n tends to zero at least 
geometrically. Finally, for n > n(a,b):= l og(a-b /8b) / log2,  we obtain (a n -bn) /Sb  < 1 and 
inequality (12) allows us to conclude that the sequence (a n - bn)neN converges far faster than 
geometrically. Such a sequence is said to be superconvergent to zero. 
R~.MARK 1.2. Let us denote with ag(a, b) the common limit of the sequences a n and b n in the 
map (1) with the same initial conditions introduced a0 = a and b0 = b < a. We have already 
shown that bn <_ bn+l <_ an+x _< an, Vn E N, so that it is also b n <_ ag(a,b) < an. We deduce 
the upper bounds 
a-b  a -b  
lan -ag(a ,b) l  <_ lan -bn l  <_ 2 n Ibn -ag(a,b)[  <_ lan -bn l  _< 2----- if- (13) 
Let us choose now two constants a,/3 > 0 in such a way that the rectangle Ra,~(a,b): = [a - 
a, a + a] x [b - /3,  b +/3] is included in R~--which is always possible, as (a, b) E R~. Then 
sup la.(z,y)-ag(x,y)l <l(a-b+c~+/3), (14) 
-- 2n (x,Y)ERa,~(a,b) 
and therefore, lin~-~+oo sup(x,~)eRa,#(a,b ) la,,(x, y) - ag(x, Y)] = 0. On the other hand, the func- 
tions a n (x, y), V n e N, are continuous as a composition of continuous functions. As a consequence 
ag(a, b) is continuous in (a, b), as a uniform limit of continuous functions. 
The nonautonomous map acting on x , ,  Y, can be written in the matrix form 
~n+l  
with 1 
an:=an(a ,b ) := ! 1 . " 
2Vb. 
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We can prove that the sequences (Xn)neN and (Yn)neN are bounded. Indeed, by denoting with 
][A[[ the norm of the 2 x 2 matrix A induced by the usual 2-norm on R 2, and being (x, y) an 
arbitrary vector in R 2, with Euclidean orm [l(x, y)][, we have 
n-1 
II(*n,y.)ll < H II&ll II(*o,yo)ll. (17) 
j=0 
It is enough to prove that the infinite product converges to a finite limit as n --* +co. 
LEMMA 1.1. For every (a,b) E R2+, the following upper bound holds 
H IIAj (a'b)ll <- exp 
jffi0 
(18) II 
PROOF. In order to determine the norm of An, we must compute the largest eigenvalue ~ of 
the real symmetric matrix A~An 
l 1  a n 1 / ) 
A~An = ~ 
1 1 (  bn) 
4 1 + a':" n 
and, on having a n - b n --, 0, we can put the result into the form 
(19) 
1 1 1 1 +O((an_bn)4) IIA.II = 1 + ~( . .  - bn) 2 ~ + ~ ~ + ~ (20) 
The infinite product I'l~°=o []AjJ] is convergent if and only if the series with positive terms 
~'~°ffi0(HAjH- 1) converges. In this case, the convergence as n --* +oo follows from the as- 
ymptotic expression HAn][ - 1 ,,~ (a n - bn)2Rn, with a n - b n ~ 0 at least geometrically and Rn 
convergent in R+. Moreover, as A+ > 1 we get V~n + = ~/1 + ,k + - 1 < (,k + + 1)/2 and 
/ + ~-4(.. -b . )  2 ~ + ~ < 1+ - -  3 (a - b) 2 32b 2 22n (21) 
which provides the upper bound 
logH IIAjll = ~ log  [1 + II&[I- 1] < ~ (IIAjll- 1) ~ 
jffi0 j=0 jffi0 
(22) 
and completes the proof. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Lemma 1.1 implies that Vn E N the following upper bound holds 
I I(=.,Y.)II -< M(a,b)ll(xo, yo)ll, with M(a,b): = exp 
Thus, the sequences (Zn)neN and (Yn)neN are bounded by MIl(=o,~0)ll. We have 
(23) 
IXn+l - yn+l[ = ~ 1 - + yn 1 - _ -~. aX/.a-.~.-.nb~nbn (an - bn) (24) 
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so that (Xn+l - Yn+l)neN is superconvergent to zero. Further, we can more simply write 
M bn). (25) Ix.+1 -y .+ l l  < ~(a .  - 
As xn+l = (xn + Yn)/2, we have Vn E N 
1 M 
iXn+I -- Xn[ = ~[Xn -- Ynl <-- ~ (an-1  -- bn -1)  (26) 
and hence, V p E N, 
P M p 
Ixn+ ~ -- x,, I < ~ Ix,,+5 -- Xn+j_ll < ~ ~ (an+5_ ~ -- bn+5_2). (2r) 
5ffil j= l  
By assuming n > 1 + (1/log 2)log(a - b/8b), we deduce 
p 2 j-1 [ 'T'n'I'p--Xn'~ 21t~4" E,=1 (an-i~bbn-i) ~ "#]//" an- 1 ~ bn-1 1 an-1 8b:bn-'1-1] (28) 
so that  lim._.++~ Ix.+n -x .  I = 0. As a conclusion (x,~).eN is a Cauchy sequence and there exists 
l i ra~_~+. ; .  = ; • R+ O {0}. Finally, by considering the l imit  p --+ -i-oo, we can write 
o . ,  
Ix - z .  I < - -  ~ 1 ~b , V n > 1 + log (29) 
from which the superconvergence of (Xn)neN immediately follows. Notice that Vn, p • N, we 
could as well introduce the bound 
n P M a -  b M 1 (30) 
Ix.+p - x. I  < ~ Ix.+5 - Xn+5-1i < E -~ 1a"+5-2 - b"+5-21 -< -T -  
j----1 5----1 
and then conclude in the same way that (Xn)neN is a Cauchy sequence in R, with the upper 
bound 
_ -T -  2-~ exp II(x0,yo)ll, vn  • n. (31) 
Let us now choose two positive constants a, J > 0 in such a way that Ra,~(a, b): = [a - a, a + a] x 
[b - J ,  b + J] C R~--which is always possible, as ( a, b) • R~. We will deduce then 
sup lan(,,17)-ag(,,ll)i<_a-b-I-°~-I-~exP[8(a-b"l--~-I-~)lll(xo,yo)l'~" ~ (32) 
(~,~)¢R~,a(a,b) b - /3  b 
and therefore, the uniform convergence of x n to x in Ra,a(a, b). As, by definition 
O 
xnC~,r/): = ~anC~,r/)  , V (~,7/) • R~ (33) 
and on having limn-.+oo an(~, ~/) = ag(~, ~1), we obtain that 
ag(a, b) = x(a, b), (a, b) • V R2+. (34) 
Finally, notice that the xn(a,b)'s are continuous functions, as compositions of continuous func- 
tions on R~. Therefore, x(a, b) is continuous in R~., as a uniform limit of continuous functions. 
Given the initial conditions (7), the previous result implies 
lim an=nhmoobn =a9 1, (35) 
and 
0 
lira x n = nLn~ooyn = ~ag(1,z)l,=,l'~'~:= Dag (1, ~ )  (36) n-.~ .4- oo 
from which identity (8) can be easily deduced. II 
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3. COMPLEX ARITHMETICO-GEOMETRIC MAP 
Throughout he paper, the points of the complex plane are represented in the form 
z = Izl e * argz, arg z E] -- ~r, It]. (37) 
The square root is given by the usual principal value 
V~ = v /~ e' ar, z/2, arg z ~] - ¢, ¢] (38) 
with a branch point at the origin and a cut along R_ U {0}. With the previous notation, we can 
then state the theorem below. 
THEOREM 2. Let us consider the map T:C 2 , C 2 defined by T(zn,yn):= (Tl(Xn,yn) , 
r2(Xn,Yn)), where Xn+l = Tl(Xn,yn):= (x n + yn)/2 and Yn+l = T2(xn,Yn):= V~nV~n, 
and suppose that the initial datum (Xo, Yo) satisfies the conditions (Xo, Yo) E f t  x f/, l argxo - 
argyol < ¢, with ~: = C \ R_ \ {0}. 
Then, 
(a) 31in~_~+ooX n = limn-.+oo Yn: = ag(xo, Yo) E C; 
(b) the limit ag(x0, Yo), regarded as a function of the initial condition (x0, Yo), is analytic in 
each argument :Co and Yo; 
(c) Vk E C \ {z E R : z 2 > 1} the following identity holds 
~r 1 / 1 dr, (39) 
ag(1 ,3 /T~ = ~/1 _ k2 sin2 t 
where both sides are analytic functions on the same domain. II 
In order to prove the theorem, we need some technical emmas. 
LEMMA 2.1. For every M > O, the recurrence T maps the polydisc B(0,M)  x B(O,M), where 
B(0, M): = {z E C : [z[ < M}, onto itself. II 
PROOF. Consider z, w E B(0, M). Then [z[, [w[ _< M and 
1 
ITl(z,w)l < (Izl + H)  < M, IT2(z,w)l = Iwl < M (40) 
so that T(z, w) E B(0, M) x B(0, M). II 
LEMMA 2.2. I fz,  w E C satis[y the bound l a rgz  - argwl < ~, then 
1 
[argTl(Z,W) - argT2(z,w)l < ~ largz - argwl. (41) 
| 
PROOF. We can obtain the result in a geometrical way by considering the parallelogram of 
vertices 0, z, w, z + w, whose existence is assured by the hypothesis. According to the definition 
of the principal value of the square root, it is elear that T2(z, w) lies on the bisecting line of the 
angle z0w 
1 
arg (v~v/'w) = ~ (arg z + arg w). (42) 
On the other hand, Tl(z,w) is the middle point of the diagonal [0,z + w] and turns out to he 
located either on the angle z0T2(z, w) or on the sector T2(z, w)Ow. 
As a consequence 
min{argz, argw} _< argTl(Z,W) ~_ max{argz, argw} 
and from (42), we have the required bound. 
(43) 
| 
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LEMMA 2.3. Consider xo,Yo e C \ {0} and n E N. Let us pose (xn,y,): = Tn(xo,Yo) and 
¢.: = argx. - argy., and suppose that [¢o[ < ~. Then, V n e N the following inequalities hold 
1 
Ix.I, ly.I ~< M, [¢nl _< ~l¢o l ,  
1 [ Ml¢°l+M2¢°2 s in¢° - lm wo ] Ix. - ~.1 -< - -=-  + I lxol- lyoll 
(44) 
(45) 
where M:  = max{Ixol, lyol} and m: = min{[xo[, lyol}, m 
PROOF. Inequalities ICn[ < [¢ol/2n and Ixn [, lYn I -< M easily follow from an iterated application 
of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. As for the last bound, we have 
Ixn+l-  Yn+ll <2MIsin~l+[lx,~+ll-lY,,+~'l, (46) 
with 
Notice that the last term in the right-hand side of (47) is the difference between the arithmetic 
and geometric mean of two nonnegative numbers and consequently 
I 'xn'+2 lYn' <_ ['xn[-2 [y'~'' (48) 
On the other hand, the equality 
ix.+xl ~ 1 -- ~ IIx.I e'~g=" + ly.le,'~g~-12 1 [ix.i 2 =~ + ly~[ 2 + 21x.I ly.I cos ¢.] (49) 
leads to 
]xnl+lYnl-lxn+ll=lxnilYn]2 sin2 "~ ( Ixn] + lyn[ 2  Ixn+l ]) -1 
and provides the lower bound 
1 i~.+,l ~ = ~ ( i=. i -  i~.i) ~ + i~.l iy.i coe t~ >_ cos ~. ~ [min{i~.l, By.i)] ~. 
(50) 
(51) 
Since ly-+~l = ~ I~.I -> min{Ix.l I~I}, a common lower bound can then be written as 
min {,x,~+ll, ,yn+ll} >_ min {ixn I, lYn l} Icos ~E (52) 
from which by induction, we deduce 
min {Ixn+ll, IYn+ll} >- min {Ixol 
5=o 
(53) 
For every j E N U (0} the second of (44) implies I¢j1/2 _< 2 -#-1 I¢ol < 1¢0112 < 7r/2 so that 
I cos(¢#/2)l ___ 1cos(2-J-1¢o)1 and using Vieta's formula sinx/x = ['Ik~__l cos(x/2k), V x E R [6], 
inequality (53) takes the stronger form 
0o min {Ixn+ll, lYn+ll} -> min {Ix0l, I~ol) cos ~-~ > m , 
I~=o 
V n E N. (54) 
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Equation (50) implies then 
[ M s M s sin ~bo - 1 ~2 Iz .  I ÷ t,,. I l=,,+xll < sins < 
2 - -~-~ -- ~ y 4n+ 1 
and owing to (48) inequality (47) becomes 
M s sin~o -~ ~ 
I1=-+|1- I~,,+111 < 
- m ~o 4,,+1 
(55) 
1 
+ ~ I1=.1- ly.II (56) 
whose final form can be easily established by induction 
[[Z,+ll - [y,',+ll[ < ~,.... + Ilzol- I~,oll (57) Q 
The result follows from (46). II 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2, PART (a). By the definition of Z.+l ,  Vn • N we have Ix.+1 - Xn[ --~ 
[y, - zn[/2, and using Lemma 2.3 
- m --~-o I + llxol-lyoll • (58) 
Therefore, for every p • N 
n+p-l 1 [MI~o[+ MS~o2 s in~o_ l  ] 
Ix.+p- =.I _< ~ lzj+l -xsl _< ~ m @o + II=oI- I~olI (59) 
which tends to zero in the limit n -~ +oo. We conclude that (Xn)neN is a Cauchy sequence and 
that it converges at least geometrically to a finite limit, denoted with ag(zo, Yo) • C, 1 according 
to the bound 
lag(too, yo) - z. [ - < ~ 2 + Ir + - -m ~o " (60) 
Moreover, Lemma 2.3 implies Ix. - Y.I , 0 from which we conclude that also limn-.+oo y. = 
u-*too 
ag(=o, yo). II 
Remark that the functions xn(xo, Yo) and yn(zo, Yo) are analytic in each argument xo and Yo, 
provided that I arg Xo - arg Yol < lr. Indeed they are a composition of analytic functions. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2, PART (b). Let Y0 • f~ and consider x0 • f~ such that l a rgxo-  
argYol < lr. Denoting with B(zo,~) the closed disk {z • C : Iz -z01 _< e} of centre zo and radius 
> 0, it is always possible to choose e in such a way that 
(1) B(zo,e) C f~ (f / is  open); 
(2) ~e:-- sup largz-argY0[  < ~ and therefore, foreveryz•B(zo,e),  
largz - argy0l __ ~ < =, (61) 
so that - s inz /z  is even, and decreasing in the interval [0, lr] 
sin [ arg z - arg Yo[ 
[ arg z - arg Yo[ 
sin ~e 
_~ ~-----~, Vz • B(xo,~) (62) 
(this follows from the continuity of z -* argz on ft); 
I(o). A notation obviously suggested by the analogy with the real case. 
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(3) 
and 
sup max{Izl, ly01} = max{Ixol + e, lyol}: = M~ > 0 (63) 
zeB(zo,e) 
inf min{Izl, yol}=min{Ixol-e, ly01}:=m~ >0 (64) 
z e ~  
so that max{Izl, lyol} -< M¢ and min{lzl, lyol} >- m~, Vz • B(xo, e). 
As a conclusion, for every n • N we get 




and the convergence of xn(z, yo ) to ag(z, yo) is uniform on B(x0,e). By Weierstraes z 
ag(z, yo) is analytic on B(xo, e). Arbitrariness of xo • {z • ~ : largz - argyol < ~r} implies 
analyticity on the same domain. A completely analogous proof holds for w , ag(xo, w) on the 
domain {w • f~ : l argw - argzol < ~r}. I 
It follows from the previous result that the function z ~ agO, z) is analytic on {z • f~ : 
largz - argl l  < lr} = ft. Moreover, inequality (54) allows us to conclude that ag(1,z) # O, 
Vz• f l .  
Finally, f :  C \ {k • R : Ikl _> 1} --~ ~t defined by f(k) = ~ is analytic, and so is 
~r 1 
G(k): = 2 ag (1, ~ (66) 
on the same domain. 
In order to prove Part (c) of Theorem 2, all that we need is the following. 
LEMMA 2.4. The function given by 
=/2 
1 
~:(z): = f ¢1  - z sin 2 t 
o 
dt (67) 
is natura/Iy defined in the domain C \ { 1} and holomorphic on C \ { z E R : z >_ 1}.2 I 
PROOF. First of all, as t -* zsin2 t is a parameterization of the complex segment [0,z], we have 
that V z ~ {x E R : x _> 1} the function ~" is defined, because inf [1 - z sin 2 t I > 0, and 
~e to,¢/21 
hence, 
!I I 1 dt < ¢ [ inf I1 -  zs in2t l  . (68) ~/i - zsin 2 t - ~" Lte[°,~r/21 
If z • R, z > 1, a singularity appears within the domain of integration at t = arcsin(1/v G) but a 
simple computation shows that in a neighborhood of it the function 1/x/1 - z sin2t behaves like 
It - arcsin(1/vrz)1-1/2, sothat the above singularity is integrable. On the contrary, integrability 
is lost when z -- I. 
As for analyticity, for z E C \ {1} and h E C small enough, consider 
y(z  + h) - Y(z)  = 
h 
(69) 
2(*). It is also readily seen that  the function has a branch point at z --- 1, with a cut along {z E R : z >_ 1}. 
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It is clear that 
(i) for every t • [0, lr/2], there exists 
(~/  )--1 
sin s t 1 - (z + h) sin s ~ + X/1 - z sin 2 t 
lim 1 sin s t (70) 
h-~O ~/ l _ (z + h ) sinS t ~/ l _ z sin2 t =-'2 [~/l_zsinSt]3' 
(ii) if z ~ {x • R : x > 1} it is always possible to determine a constant ~ > 0 such that the 
compact set Dz,a:= {w • C : w = (z + h)sin2t,[h[ <_ 6,t • [0,1r/2]} lies at a positive 
distance d(Dz,a, 1): = infw • Dz,a[w-l[ > 0 from the point +1 and is completely included 
within the open domain C \ {x • R : x > 1 }. 
For every Zl,Z2 of the form zl = 1 - wl, z2 = 1 - ws, with Wl,W2 • Dz,6 there holds 
2 - arg zl [V/~+V/~'s--( ~V/~I[-~X/~20 +4~,cos'(argzs~ ) (71, 
and because of [ argz2 -- argzl[  < ~r, we deduce [argzs - a rgz l [ /4  <: Ir/4, so that 
arg z2 - arg Zl > cos2 ¼ = 
c°sS i - - (72) 
and v~+ v~l  2 >_ 2 ~  > 2d(Dz,a, 1). As a conclusion, Vt • [0, lr/2] and Vh • C, Ihl _< 5, 
we obtain the upper bound 
sin 2 t 1 -- (z + h) sin s t + X/1 - z sin 2 t 
~/1 -- (z + h) sin s $ ~/1 - z sin s t 
1 1 _< (73) 
d(Dz,$, 1) 2 x/2d(Dz,6, 1) 
integrable on t E [0, r/2] and uniform with respect o h. 
By Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, we conclude then 
=/2  
h-~01im ~(z  + h)h - ~(z) = / sin 2 t dt (74) 
2 - z sins j31 
and the lemma is proved. 1 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2, PART (C). By Lemma 2.4, we have that the complete lliptic integral 
of the first kind 
~r/2 
f 1 dt F(k) -- ~/1 - k s sin 2 t (75) 
o 
is an analytic function on the open domain C \ {x • R : x s > 1}. But G(k) has been found to be 
holomorphic on the same connected omain and the two functions coincide on the real segment 
] - 1, +1[. The result then follows from the identity principle. | 
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